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Chiura Obata: Lasting Legacy,
Future Inspiration
Sara Anne Hook

first heard about Chiura Obata through the PBS
documentary series The National Parks: Americas
Best Idea. It has been a pleasure to learn more about his
life and work through my research for this article.

!

Courtney Jordan in the May 2020 issue of Artists
Magazine summarizes Obata's extraordinary life and
contributions as follows:
Over the course of his 70-year career, Chiura
Obata (1885-1975), was many things: an envoy of
Japanese art and design to American audiences; an
internment campus detainee who fought to educate
and give solace to his follow prisoners through
the creative arts; and a pivotal 20th-century artist
and professor who revered the greatness of Nature
above all. (Jordan, Courtney. Artist, advocate,
instructor, survivor. Artists Magazine, May 2020.)
What intrigues me most about Obata is how his
endeavors through sumi-e have left a lasting legacy in
so many facets of American history, society and culture.
This legacy can continue to inspire us in our art and in
our own lives.
In my research, one of the most compelling books
I located about Obata's life and art is Nature Art with
Chiura Obata (Ross, Michael Elsohn. Minneapolis,
Carolrhoda Books, 2000). Intended for young readers, it
presents a concise retrospective of Obata's activities from
childhood until his death and conveys his reverence for
nature. The illustrations are lovely, particularly Obata's
paintings of Yosemite, for which he is probably best
known.

In addition to photographs and a chronology, the book
provides a number of projects for children to try that will
enhance their understanding of sumi-e and sharpen their
artistic and observational skills. Perhaps we should try
some of these projects?
In Through Japan with Brush & Ink, Obata states in the , ..
Introduction "Throughout my life I have found great
pleasure in trying to capture the beauty of natural and
man-made creations with brush and ink, and during the
past 75 years I have pursued my work with satisfaction."
(Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1968). Obata's commentary
and images from hosting many excursions in Japan are
beautifully presented in this slim volume, with scenes of
country and city life and its citizens and their traditions.
His paintings are still as fresh and lively as when they
were first rendered in 1968. As he indicates, "It is hoped
that these simple brush-and-ink paintings may convey a
fraction of the natural beauty radiating from Japan."

Kabuki Theater,

Chiura Obata

The Tokyo
International
House of Japan,

Chiura Obata

Lake Basin in the High Sierra,

Chiura Obata, 1930.
Evening Clow at Yosemite
Falls, Chiura Obata,

1930.

In 1967, Obata published an instructional guide to
sumi-e, which includes an introduction to the practice,
a helpful discussion of terminology and philosophy and
a wealth of examples designed to demonstrate various
brushstrokes and how they can be incorporated into
depictions of botanicals, landscapes, animals, insects and
people. Many of his drawings are simple use of line and
tone, and yet they are evocative and intentional - with
not one drop of ink more than necessary.
I was so captivated by the images in this book that
I recreated three of them in black ink and drypoint
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printing. For this article, in homage to the book about his
experiences in the internment camp during World War II
(Topaz Moon: Chiura Obata's Art of the Internment),
I added the image of a crescent moon using the
chine-colle technique to his painting of a lonely tree.

Topaz Moon,
Sara Anne Hook,
based on a
sumi-e painting
by Chiura Obata,
© 2022.

As stated in a description of this book,

A particularly lovely but haunting image from Obata's
time as a detainee is Moonlight (watercolor on silk,
painted in 1943 at the Topaz War Relocation Center,
Utah). It is especially poignant that the estate of Obata
recently donated 35 of his paintings, from 1934-1943,
to the Utah Museum of Fine Art (UMFA), the state
where Obata and his family spent part of World War II.
(Watercolor Artist, Summer 2022).
In the conclusion to his article, Jordan reported that when
Obata wanted to persuade his father to approve of him
leaving Japan to travel to California, Obata opined that
"The greater the view, the greater the art; the wider the
travel, the broader the knowledge." Persuasive words,
indeed!
Using sumi-e as our vehicle, let's expand our
perspectives, hone our craft and explore the world,
even if only in our minds. Happy travels!

Topaz Moon brings together more than 100
paintings and sketches from Obata's internment
period, from the stables at Tanforan, California,
to the barracks in Topaz, Utah. Edited by his
granddaughter, Kimi Kodani Hill, these images
are accompanied by a text that draws heavily
upon the letters of Obata and his wife, Haruko,
family documents, and interviews with family
and friends. (https://www.amazon.com/TopazMoon-Chiura-Obatas-Internment/dp/1890771260,
accessed 8/30/22)
Moonlight, Chiura Oba ta, 1943.

Winter Creative Challenge
Members are invited to submit haiga, e.g. create a painting
that includes their own original peom/haiku within their art.
The artist's original poem should be in the artist's respective
Ian uage and, if it is not in English, the English translation must
be ovided as well.
~ )

ti

~

atively, the artist can use a haiku or poem written by
•·f1 her with appropriate credit given. Again, if it is not in
English, the English translation must be provided as well.
The haiga images submitted to the Quarterly can range
from formal to humorous.
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Description of cover image from Summer Issue
The piece is sumi-e ink on rice paper, with origami
paper collaged behind the bird to create the background.
Below is a statement the artist wrote about the piece
when it was in the Minnesota State Fair last year.
"The ink is painted quickly and intuitively, while
the collage elements take time and deliberation. I
find the mixture of materials and techniques creates
a challenging and balanced practice, helping me to
develop versatility. In addition to painting, I teach young
people, which also requires a balance of intuitive, yet
deliberate steps. Please enjoy all the elements at work in
this mixture of media."
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January 1 to December 31. Please visit the
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registration and dues information. If you do not
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